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Update - Alpha 1.33 : 1. Tutorial - Some story descriptions have been added. 2. Character - The basic design of the character
with no equipment has been modified. - Idle animation has been fixed. - Attack animation has been fixed. - Shovel, ax, pickaxe
animation has been fixed. - The hammer animation has been fixed. 3. Bugs - Fixed an issue where Shield was not applied..
Update - Alpha 2.2 : 1. Store - Items sold in stores are updated daily. - Quantity restrictions have been added to items sold in
stores. - The basic collection of trees, branches, dirt and coal is sold in stores. 2. Items - The price of the item is specified in the
shop purchase price and when the user sells The transaction window is displayed at a reduced price. - Kulture has been added to
potions and certain items. - Price of all items and information such as cool time has been corrected. (This information will be
updated several times in order to adjust the balance.) 2. Character - The character's walking motion has been modified. - Short
jump, long jump more clearly separated. To jump a long distance You can jump more distances by moving + jump, dash +
jump, and more. - If you hit the ceiling during a jump, do not fall immediately, I have. (* Watch: I will have additional fix after
checking user feedback) 3. Monster - Fixed a problem that some monsters can not fall into the water. - The speed of automatic
cannon is randomly set. - Fixed the problem of some monsters dying and flying. 4. Dungeon - A new room pattern has been
added to the dungeon. - Fixed an issue where background objects are not displayed correctly on some maps. 5. Other - Fixed a
problem that the shield's durability does not wear out. - The rate of wood has increased. - A recipe has been added to the
inventory combination. (Wood carvings can be used like wood.). Update - Alpha 2.2.1 : 1. Loading - Fixed an unusually long
loading time. 2. Dungeon - Dungeon pattern added. - In the red box, the 'Scrollofdestructionweapon' and
'Scrollofdestructionarmor' will be dropped. - Boxes and planks on the water have been fixed buoyancy.. Update - Alpha 1.31 -
1.31.1 : 1. Tutorial - Modify the description of some tutorial sentences - Modify some description animation tutorial 2. Town -
Stamina does not decrease further in town - When the player accesses a specific object, the name is automatically output -
Automatically output NPC name when the player accesses NPC - NPC Tristan and guards position slightly adjusted - Added a
guild ambassador related to the shield's cooldown - Addition of an effect that notifies bed activation when renting a bed of an
inn 3. Operation - Keep the tool applied after completing the resource collection. - Multiple window scrolling does not work at
the same time. 4. Bug - Fixed the difference between the time of penalty of weight gauge and message output. - Fixed the
problem that the monster starfish cannot move in certain situations. - Fixed the problem that the amount of money is
insufficient when the amount of money is exactly matched when renting the inn. Alpha 1.31.1 Additional fixes 1. Bug - Fixed
an issue where the NPC name was printed before the character was approached. - Fixed invulnerability check after blocking
shield - Fixed some daily quests did not complete the phenomenon. - Fixed the problem that the quest description at the bottom
of the mini-map is not updated when the quest is completed. - Fixed attacked using the collection tool.. Update - Alpha 1.28 :
Resolved Issues - Fixed the problem of not recognizing immediately when acquiring quest items. - Fixed the problem that
specific item does not come into inventory. 1. Tutorial - A description of the short jump and a long jump has been added to the
description of the jump. - An image of the appropriate tool has been added next to the resource when collecting resources. -
Fixed a hammer that can be used to collect installed items in the tutorial. - We have added rope so that you can use the rope in
the section where the wooden box is installed. 2. Quest - [Guard equipment] Quest has been modified to create a quest to make
armor. - Monsters that have not yet been revealed in Daily Quests no longer appear. 3. NPC - When you try to talk to the guards,
they have been modified to provide useful tips for your game.
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ Additions - Alpha 1.28.1 - Fixed an issue some
quick slots did not work properly. - Fixed the problem of ripping music when maximizing background music. - Fixed dungeon
water problem. - Dungeon map patterns have been added/modified.. Update - Alpha 2.0.1 : 1.. Update - Alpha 2.0 : * More and
deeper dungeons have been opened. * * Challenge a deeper dungeon. * - A new adventure in a deeper dungeon ( 40th stage. ) -
More monsters - Additional progress of the main quest is possible. 1. Edits - The boss monster's health gauge has been modified
to make it more visible. - Rebalance the scorpion king - Some Korean dialogue has been fixed. - Fixed the HDD user's game
freezing issue.. Update - Alpha 3.1.0 : 1. Bug - Fixed some internal bugs. - Fixed the problem that the gauge is initialized when
the dash key is pressed during swimming. 2. Production window - Basic, main and additional material slots in the production
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window have been modified by color and added phrases.. Update - Alpha 1.37.1 : 1. Functions - The operation method of saving
has finally been modified. - Fixed an issue where no sound will be heard when dropping an item in Quick Slot. - Fixed an issue
where no sound was heard when moving items from the warehouse to the inventory. - Fixed an issue where item weight
calculation in inventory was not correct. 2. Items - The weight of certain items has been reduced.
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